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GOVERNING EVALUATIONS
// Internationally Shared Challenges in Evaluating Preventive Measures Against Extremism

Evaluating programs to prevent and counter violent extremism (P/CVE) is an emerging field without estab
lished recipes for success. While institutional setups and actors differ internationally, many countries face
similar challenges in establishing organizational structures for evaluation. There is a lot that can be learned
from peer exchanges across borders. Examining common challenges such as balancing the dual goals of
learning and accountability, creating funding structures that encourage quality outcomes, and executing prop
er targeting and timing can help make deliberate decisions about the structures governing P/CVE evaluation.

icy choices, the result can have largely unintentional
effects on evaluations – and therefore on P/CVE practices themselves. These effects are often unrelated
to the evidence on what works or how to improve prevention programs. This is why policy makers need to
make deliberate choices about organizational structures for P/CVE evaluations. Well-designed structures
that govern evaluations at various levels of government balance the needs and interests of a diverse set
of actors in P/CVE and related fields, such as crime
prevention and civic education. Ideally, such structures can help promote shared objectives and balance the twin goals of any evaluation: learning and
accountability.
P/CVE is a relatively young policy field spurred forward by public and political pressures to prevent
Finding the right balance is key: the Seven Magic Mountains near Las Vegas, USA
(Photo: Natosha Benning, Unsplash, https://bit.ly/3AmKgOb).

extremist attacks. While P/CVE practices combine
decades of experience across multiple professions,
they do not operate using a set of established guidelines or clear metrics for success. Many policy makers are still figuring out how to best structure the
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Balancing Accountability and Learning
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Making Deliberate Funding Choices

result. This thinking deters some actors from voluntari-
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Demonstration against racism and discrimination in Amsterdam on March 18, 2018 (Photo: picture alliance, NurPhoto/Romy Arroyo Fernandez).

relationships between actors involved in P/CVE. Decisions about funding structures and mandates greatly
impact the incentives received by implementers and
evaluators, and shape the knowledge that is produced.
In addition, funding choices determine which actors
and approaches gain (or lose) financial support.

The PrEval project focuses on Germany’s evaluation needs

Federal politics and institutional mandates can have
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Report will be published in summer 2021.
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For more information, visit https://preval.hsfk.de.

menters, constructive learning is difficult. However,
implementers’ preference for autonomy over the use
of evaluation funding can impede the application of
standards. For instance, in the UK, some evaluators
have argued that the government increasingly relies on

to timing, they can serve different goals: to find out how

those major implementers, who have an outsized say
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Transparent evaluation criteria and standards can help
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ect’s design corresponds with its goals and how the
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Timing and Targeting Evaluations
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Another shared challenge across country cases is how
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learning and accountability. Evaluations can relate to

However, evaluation and project cycles do not always

different levels of P/CVE efforts – such as project, pro-
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and may vary in terms of their main focus. With regard

project’s timeline. In such cases, fostering knowledge
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sharing through meta-reviews and comparative stud-

barriers and avoid duplicating mistakes. The P/CVE

ies is crucial. In all three countries considered, eval-

policy sphere will greatly benefit from exchanges

uation experts and implementers emphasized the

between a variety of perspectives and actors across

importance of long-term evaluations for measuring

different states.

outcomes, which short funding cycles can make difficult. With more flexible budgeting cycles, policy makers could help ensure meaningful evaluation results
and the application of lessons learned.
Funded by the German FedConclusion
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Making deliberate choices about how P/CVE evalua-
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well, evaluation can help all involved parties better
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ing structures of evaluation, however, actors should
prioritize a culture of innovation and learning-based
improvements to build trust. In addition, funders
should carefully consider how they allocate funds
for evaluations, keeping in mind the incentives they
put in place for implementers. This shapes the areas
in which the P/CVE field is able to learn. In any case,
actors should consider the right timing for evaluations
early on in the project cycle, plan ahead and ensure
capacity support for evaluations at every stage.
Particularities aside, many countries currently face
similar challenges related to governing evaluations.
Our insights indicate that considering other countries’ organizational structures and experiences in
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addressing these challenges, can help overcome
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